
AS91426 (Geography 3.1) requires understanding of the following aspects:

• providing an insightful analysis of the interacting natural processes and how they shape the 
environment

• integrating comprehensive supporting case-study evidence.

An insightful analysis includes an analysis of the interaction between the processes and/or elements and/or 
features of the environment to draw conclusions. Analysis involves choosing the knowledge to explain how 
and why.

Integrating refers to relevant examples being woven throughout the evidence to support explanations.

Achievement Achievement with Merit Achievement with Excellence

Demonstrate understanding 
of how interacting natural 
processes shape a New Zealand 
geographic environment.

Demonstrate in-depth
understanding of how interacting 
natural processes shape a New 
Zealand geographic environment.

Demonstrate comprehensive
understanding of how interacting 
natural processes shape a New 
Zealand geographic environment.

‘Demonstrate’ means to show by describing and explaining.

‘Interacting natural processes’ refers to processes that operate together to shape the environment, and may 
include how natural processes operate at different rates and different scales to create variations (spatial 
and/or temporal) in the geographic environment.

‘Geographic environment’ refers to the features and characteristics of a specifi c area large enough to allow 
for the study of several interacting natural processes.

Assessment specifi cations
There will be only ONE question in the exam. This question may have multiple parts. You may be required 
to (or, if not, it is recommended that you) integrate map(s) and/or diagrams to support your written 
answer.

Achievement objective
Understand how interacting processes shape natural and cultural environments, occur at different rates and 
on different scales, and create spatial variations.

One environment is to be studied and it must be a New Zealand environment.

AS91426 (Geography 3.1) is about the natural environment at the present time and how it is being shaped 
by natural processes.

The aspects of AS91426 (Geography 3.1) you will need to cover are:

• location, size and extent of your chosen New Zealand geographic natural environment

• signifi cant natural features of the geographic environment

• natural processes which interact in your natural geographic environment

• spatial and temporal variations in the natural geographic environment.
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two places to make a comparison. You also need to understand the causes of the difference; i.e. why the 
process or feature is different in different places.

When discussing how a natural feature is different in one part of the environment from how it is in another, 
you fi rst have to describe how the characteristics of the feature are different and then say why they are 
different by explaining the interacting natural processes which have caused these differences.

Temporal variations
Temporal variations refer to how processes have changed over time; you need at least two different time 
periods to illustrate temporal variations. Remember processes are actions, and you will be explaining how 
the process operated in one timeframe and then comparing this with how it operates in another timeframe. 
You can contrast the difference in the interacting processes over seasons, years or over a geological time 
period.

You will be required to analyse which processes occur quickly and which take longer to operate over 
different timescales (temporal variations).

Case-study material
Case-study material is vitally important and needs to be used to back up all statements. In the AS91426 
examination essay, for ’Excellence’ you need to integrate comprehensive case-study material throughout 
the essay. Integrate means the case-study material must be an important part of the content of the essay 
and not ‘just tacked on’ at the end. In AS91426 (Geography 3.1), integrating is defi ned as ‘relevant 
examples being woven throughout the evidence to support explanations’. Comprehensive case-study detail 
shows you are able to use geographic terminology and show academic understanding of the processes in 
the context. On your fi eld trip, try to collect as much relevant data as you can and take photographs to 
enable you to accurately draw annotated diagrams.

At Level 3 Geography you must analyse. Describe (Level 1 Geography) means you say ‘how’ something 
occurs; explain (Level 2 Geography) means saying ‘how and why’; analyse means synthesising of 
knowledge such as choosing the knowledge that applies to the question.
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Questions: Demonstrate understanding of how interacting 
natural processes shape a New Zealand geographic environment

  2019 exam questions

INSTRUCTIONS

Answer the question below. Your answer must relate to a New Zealand geographic environment that 
you have studied and the key interacting natural processes that shape it.

Use the next page to identify a New Zealand geographic environment you have studied and the 
interacting natural processes that shape it, and to plan your response.

QUESTION

a. Draw an annotated map that illustrates the features and characteristics of your named New Zealand 
geographic environment.

b. Comprehensively analyse how interacting natural processes that operate together have shaped your 
named New Zealand geographic environment.

In your answer:

• integrate comprehensive supporting case-study evidence about your New Zealand geographic 
environment and the interacting natural processes that shape it

• you may refer to the map you draw for part a. and/or integrate other relevant map(s) and/or 
diagram(s) within your written answer as appropriate.

 Year 2019 
Ans. p.  94
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A tourism development process (TDP) operates by the demand from tourists, which is met by the supply
from tourism providers. The TDP is dynamic and changes over time. Temporal variations refer to the 
differences that occur between two or more different named time periods. The differences can be in the 
process itself, or to the changes which occur in the environment.

• Temporal variations should be described using geographic terminology and according to the scale 
of the event – such as seasonal, short-term/long-term, cyclic, sporadic, constant, even, irregular, etc. 
Defi nite dates should be used when comparing two time periods.

• Spatial variations refer to differences or changes that occur across the environment at two or more 
locations – either in the operation of the process or in the changes to the environment. These spatial 
differences are described by recognising the spatial pattern – such as clustered, dispersed, linear, grid, 
peripheral, nucleated, etc.

The TDP goes through stages – for example, from pioneer, to mature, to saturation. Identify the stage the 
cultural process is at in your chosen environment. Changes occurring within the TDP might be because of 
economic, technological, social or cultural conditions; political or environmental factors. These changes 
operate at different rates.

Examples of factors causing change

Economic Changes in exchange rates, cost of labour, taxes and tariffs

Technological Improvement in transport, use of electronic translators 

Social Increased crime, changing attitudes, new trends

Cultural Changes to local culture, commercialism, promotion of local culture

Political Laws and bylaws

Environmental Natural disasters, degradation of natural attractions

Demand

Supply

Tourists
Age

Ethnicity
Gender

Allocentric/psychocentric

•  Attractions
•  Accommodation
•  Services
•  Facilities

Natural
Beaches

Geothermal areas
Lakes

Cultural
Conferences

Festivals
Sports events

Economic
Transport costs

Accommodation costs
Exchange rates

Political
Regulators

Government
Regional

Local

The outputs of the TDP have impacts on the geographic environment – both on the physical environment 
(natural and cultural), and also on people.

• Impacts on the natural environment could be on the water, land, air or ecosystems.

• Impacts on the cultural environment can be on housing, transport, shopping centres, agricultural land.

• Impacts on people could be social and cultural – such as increased awareness of local culture or 
increased crime.
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Push factors, pull factors and obstacles to migration

Push factors Obstacles Pull factors

• High crime rates

• Unemployment

• Lack of services

• Isolation

• Lack of safety

• Droughts and food shortages

• Natural hazards

• War and civil unrest

• Cost of trip

• Entry restrictions

• Lack of education and 
skills

• Cost of new home

• Knowing no one

• Strange culture or 
language

• Lack of knowledge

• Fear

• Family and friends

• Job opportunities

• Services such as education, 
health

• Inclusion in community

• Political security

• Food availability

• Less risk of natural hazards

• Low crime rate

• Good infrastructure

• Better wages

• Better recreational facilities

Migration processes will occur at different rates and on different scales over time (temporal variations) for 
many reasons – such as wars, economic recession or booms. Migration is a dynamic process and can be 
described as steady, sporadic, cyclic and/or fl uctuating.

Migration also results in spatial patterns (spatial variations), such as concentration or clustering of migrants 
in particular areas (ethnic enclaves) or dispersal (spreading out). There are reasons for these spatial patterns 
– such as government policies, assimilation of migrants and/or discrimination against migrants.

The process of migration has consequences for, and impacts on, both the home environment and the new 
environment. The process of migration will also have an impact on people in both the home environment 
and the new environment. Both negative and positive impacts can be identifi ed.

• Positive consequences for the receiving country are increased skills base, greater cultural diversity, etc.; 
negative consequences are crowding, changes in the population and/or gender structure.

• For the country of origin, negative consequences may be a loss of skills; positive consequence could be 
remittances sent back to the home country by the migrants.

Impacts can also be considered as short term (e.g. the temporary movement of refugees during war) or 
long term (e.g. the permanent resettlement of refugees).

Hints for the AS91427 exam
• Read the questions carefully.

• Do not rote-learn answers, but you do need to be able to recall information so that you can apply it as 
required.

• Always use the correct geographic terminology for the cultural process studied.

• Have detailed case-study knowledge of one or more contexts from which you can select a variety to 
support the statements you make. Make sure statistics you cite are accurate. Use case-study information 
throughout your answer (integrate), not just in one part of your answer.

• Ensure you explain, not describe.

• Ensure your answers show you understand the topic, having thought carefully and analysed all relevant 
information.

• Do not be simplistic – the questions require analysis.
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Questions: Demonstrate understanding of how a cultural 
process shapes geographic enviroment(s)

 2019 exam questions

INSTRUCTIONS

Answer the question below. Your answer must relate to a named geographic environment(s) that you 
have studied and the cultural process that shapes it.

Use the next page to identify a cultural process you have studied and the named geographic 
environment(s) that this cultural process shapes, and to plan your response.

Begin your answer on page 28.

QUESTION

a. Draw an annotated map that illustrates the features and characteristics of one (or more) areas where 
your named cultural process operates.

b. Comprehensively analyse how the operation of your cultural process has impacted on people and the 
environment in your named geographic environment(s).

 In your answer:

 •  integrate comprehensive supporting case-study evidence about your cultural process and the 
named geographic environment(s) that it shapes

 •  you may refer to the map you draw for part a. and/or integrate other relevant map(s) and/or 
diagram(s) within your written answer as appropriate.

 Year 2019 
Ans. p.  99
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and you may be required to orientate a map to locate specifi c features. Resources from different dates 
allow comparisons to be made and differences to be identifi ed. You are required to use a variety of skills to 
analyse the resources.

Visuals
Visuals involves the interpretation of photographs, cartoons or diagrams – includes age–sex pyramids, 
models (such as a wind rose), interpreting and completing a continuum to show value positions. 
Photographs are commonly included and are to be considered an important part of the resource base. 
Practise analysing a variety of photographs – oblique (taken from an angle), both high and low; vertical 
(taken directly above the surface of the earth). Cartoons will often be used to show a perspective on an 
issue, so ask yourself why a cartoon was drawn and what the message is that it hopes to portray.

Graphing
Graphing involves the interpretation and construction of bar graphs (single and multiple), line graphs 
(single and multiple), pie and percentage bar graphs, scatter graphs, dot distribution (pictograms) and 
climate graphs. You will have to select which is the most appropriate graph to construct using the complex 
resources provided. For ‘Excellence’, accurate construction is required and all conventions must be observed 
– title, labels on axes with units of measurement included.

Tables
The recognition of patterns shown in tables, as well as simple calculations (such as mean (average), mode 
(most common number in a sequence) and conversion to percentages), are required. Most common use 
of tables is to provide data which must be converted into an appropriate graph, but tables can be used to 
predict trends.

You are expected to be profi cient in the complex skills listed in the table following.

Skills identifi cation, 
application and/or use of:

Basic Complex

Latitude and longitude Degrees and minutes only. Degrees, minutes and seconds.

Direction To nearest inter-cardinal point 
(8-point compass).

To the nearest 16-compass 
direction.

Scale Simple linear scale 
measurement on a map.

Recognition of different scales.

Changed ratio scale with size.

Converting linear to ratio, or 
vice versa.

Use of other scales apart from 
distance, i.e. time.

Graphing Scatter graph (interpretation or 
completion only).

Triangular graphs.

Cumulative graphs.

Scatter-graph construction.

Positive/negative.

Statistical mapping.

Proportional circle maps.

Tables All statistics given are used. Not all statistics given may be 
necessary for completion of 
tasks.

Percentage change calculations.
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what happens to the soil, plants, and wildlife in these areas. But the effect the solar panels have on the local 
climate and what impact this has on the plants and soil are very important. This is because soil stores more 
carbon than vegetation and the atmosphere combined.

Thus, the relationship between soil and plants regulates 
carbon storage and the release of greenhouses gases. 
So, the expansion of solar parks has implications for the 
carbon cycle, the growth rate of plants, the amount of 
carbon locked up in the soil, the release of greenhouse 
gas emissions to the atmosphere, and the types of 
species that can live in the new conditions.

 2019 RESOURCE Q: The push to go solar

Italy has had a boom in solar power plants, particularly 
in the south due to its high number of sunshine hours 
(approximately 1 500 a year) and policies from the 
Italian government. Incentives from the government 
meant that the amount of solar installations increased 
rapidly from 2005. A government subsidy plan 
introduced in 2005 paid suppliers of solar electricity 
for the excess electricity produced that was fed into 
the national grid. This incentive was guaranteed 
for 20 years and was originally as much as €490 
(NZ$826.00) per MWh (one megawatt per hour is 
equivalent to 1 000 kWh) but has since been reduced.

These incentives cost the Italian government approximately €35 billion over a 10-year period. 
Consequently, cuts in these public incentives occurred from 2012 onwards.

Solar power now supplies 7.7% of Italy’s energy demands, and the Italian government wishes to triple solar 
capacity by 2030. This will provide signifi cant benefi ts to Italy by creating almost 20 000 new jobs related 
to solar farms and generating €11 billion in economic returns. There will also be signifi cant benefi ts for 
the environment, as increasing the amount of solar power will reduce emissions of carbon dioxide by an 
estimated 12.9 million tonnes.

Extensive areas of farmland and roofs of buildings in southern Italy have now been covered with solar 
panels. Many say this has created unsightly blots on the landscape. Areas covered by protected olive trees 
cannot be converted to solar farms. Since 2007, 6.5 million historic olive trees have been protected by 
the government, and each tree is electronically tagged and monitored. However, in some areas there are 
rumours that some trees have been moved in the night to ‘free up’ land for solar panels. There can also 
be confl icts with the placement of solar farms near densely populated areas despite the fact that locating 
close to electricity demand is most effi cient, as less power is lost in transportation and it lowers the cost of 
transmission. 
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 2019 exam questions

Question One: Solar energy potential in Italy
Refer to Resources A–I on pages 45–48 and demonstrate your understanding of a range of 
geographic skills, when answering this question.

Comprehensively analyse how the environment (natural and/or cultural) makes parts of Italy suitable for the 
generation of solar energy.

 Year 2019 
Ans. p.  108

 Selection and application of geographic concepts and skills 53
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 Achievement Standard 91426 (Geography 3.1): Demonstrate understanding of how 
interacting natural processes shape a New Zealand geographic environment

In your studies, you have spent the year investigating a natural environment such as a coastal environment (e.g. Muriwai/Piha, 
Wellington or Golden Bay), or you may have investigated a fl uvial or volcanic environment such as Tongariro. Thus you will have 
collected specifi c data about your case study area (such as names, dates), information on the elements (such as direction of winds, 
types of rocks or plants). It is essential you write about this particular case study area and give specifi c data throughout your answer.

How to approach the question.

• First, spend time analysing the questions and ensuring you have the appropriate knowledge to answer them before you start writing.

• Choose the signifi cant natural feature(s) you are asked for.
For coastal processes, a feature would be a headland, a stack, or a beach. If you choose to use smaller elements like cliffs, shore 
platforms, arches or dunes, then you will need to give more detailed information.

• You are asked for how the natural feature has been shaped by the operation of interacting natural processes. Do not just describe 
the natural feature, but say how it got its specifi c characteristic features.

• Choose the interacting natural processes which shaped the natural feature. These can be high order, middle order or low order – as 
shown following.
All processes must be linked to an agent, e.g. wave erosion. Erosion, transportation or deposition on their own do not score. Try 
to avoid terms such as cliff retreat or spit formation, as these are not linked to an agent. You must analyse how the operation of the 
process is linked to the shape of the signifi cant natural feature; the link must be clear.

High-order processes Middle-order 
processes Low-order processes Sub-processes

Hydrological processes Wave action Wave erosion Wave refraction Hydraulic action
Wave quarrying Abrasion
Attrition

Wave transportation Longshore or littoral drift Swash
Backwash Counter-current

Wave deposition Vertical erosion Lateral erosion

Fluvial action Fluvial erosion Abrasion Attrition

Fluvial transportation Traction Saltation
Suspension

Fluvial deposition

Geomorphological 
processes

Plate tectonics Crustal movements Strata formation / uplift / faulting

Volcanism Volcanic eruption Cone formation

Mass wasting Heating and cooling / expansion and contraction / 
exfoliation / solution / weathering / oxidation

Climatological processes Aeolian action Aeolian erosion
Aeolian transportation
Aeolian deposition

Saltation Sand creep
Suspension

Weathering Evaporation Hydration
Salt crystallisation Corrosion
Frittering

Biogeographical processes Vegetation growth Plant growth / succession

• Interactions between the processes must also be clear. For example, wave transportation can only happen after wave erosion has 
occurred in order to provide the supply of material for wave transportation. Thus the outputs of one process are the inputs of 
another process. It must be a process such as wave erosion (action), not an element (feature) such as plunging waves or beach.

Answers and explanations
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